New Titles at MSFRIC

- **Assessing Leader Cognitive Skills with Situational Judgment Tests** (student paper)
  Call Number: M-U 31716-31 no.2010-04
- Barefoot in Baghdad: A Story of Identity—My Own and What It Means to Be a Woman in Chaos
  Call Number: 305.48927567 O54b
- **Chinese Foreign Policy: A Chronology: April-June 2009**
  Call Number: 320.9510202 M531c
- For the Love of God: NGOS and Religious Identity in a Violent World
  Call Number: 361.7 F585f
- Human Aggression and Violence
  Call Number: 155.232 H918
- In Sheep’s Clothing: Understanding and Dealing with Manipulative People
  Call Number: 158.2 S594i
- Lebanon: Cultural Field Guide
  Call Number: M-U 44153-276 FOOU
- **Leveraging Social Networking Technologies** (student paper)
  Call Number: M-U 42525 P7621L
- Memory, War, and Trauma
  Call Number: 361.7 H942m
- The Military Commander and the Law
  Call Number: 343.013 M644 2010
- Military Contractors: Legal Status, Oversight, and Security
  Call Number: 355.62120973 M644
- The Nature of War: Conflicting Paradigms and Israeli Military Effectiveness
  Call Number: 355.03355964 T596n
- No Man’s Land: Globalization, Territory, and Clandestine Groups in Southeast Asia
  Call Number: 363.3250959 H357n
- Obama’s Wars
  Call Number: Audio 973.932092 W899ob
- Pakistan’s Quagmire: Security, Strategy, and the Future of the Islamic-Nuclear
  Nation
  Call Number: 355.03305491 P152
- Restrepo: One Platoon, One Valley, One Year
  Call Number: DVD 958.1047 R436
  Call Number: 355.008664 N277
- Somali Pirates: A New Phase Zero Stability Operational Approach, a Strategic Imperative in the Horn of Africa
  Call Number: M-U 36185-37 L3341s
- **Somalia: Line in the Sand: Identification of MYM Vulnerabilities**
  Call Number: 967.73053 C965s
- Through the Language Glass: Why the World Looks Different in Other Languages
  Call Number: 410 D486t
- Understanding Terrorism: Groups, Strategies, and Responses, 3rd ed.
  Call Number: 303.625 P762u 2011
- U.S. Foreign Policy: The Paradox of World Power, 3rd ed.
  Call Number: 327.73 H781u 2011
- The Virtual Battlefield: Perspectives on Cyber Warfare
  Call Number: 355.343 V819
- When Peace Fails: Lessons from Belfast for the Middle East
  Call Number: Audio 956.05 M682w